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Maksim Gelman killed four people. Seth Wenig

A man born in  Ukraine was sentenced to 200 years in prison for a violent stabbing rampage
that left four people dead in New York City last winter.

Maksim Gelman, 24, hurled epithets at a surviving victim and was called a "sociopath" by the
judge during a wild hearing in a Brooklyn court.

Gelman pleaded guilty to murder and other charges in the February 2011 spree, which
included stabbing his stepfather and two others to death, fatally running down a pedestrian
with a car and attacking a subway passenger.

When asked after his arrest why the victims had to die, Gelman told police, "Because I said
so," according to court documents.

 Gelman stabbed his stepfather to death in their Brooklyn home, then took off in the car
and drove to the home of an acquaintance, Yelena Bulchenko. Bulchenko's friends said he was
obsessed with the 20-year-old woman.



 She wasn't home, but Gelman stabbed her 56-year-old mother to death, then waited nearly
nine hours with the body for her daughter to return. When she walked in, he fatally stabbed
her 11 times.

 On Wednesday, Gelman interrupted Bulchenko's boyfriend, Gerard Honig, as he gave
a statement before the court, telling him he had fallen in love "with a heroin addict," to which
Honig responded, "You can burn in hell."

 Gelman was removed from the courtroom for a short time, after which the judge gave him
the maximum sentence.  

"You are a violent predator and sociopath," Judge Vincent Del Giudice said.   

Gelman also made a brief statement in court, saying "I'm not the bad guy here." Gelman had
previously said he wasn't guilty. He has been under medical supervision and his attorney,
Edward Friedman, described his client's mental state as fragile.

 But given the evidence and a psychiatrist recent opinion that Gelman was not insane, he
decided he wanted to start serving his time in a permanent facility, his lawyer said.
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